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Abstract: The ionic charge of solar energetic particles (SEP) as observed in interplanetary space is an important pa-
rameter for the diagnostic of the plasma conditions at the source region and provides fundamental information about the
acceleration and propagation processes at the Sun and in interplanetary space. The SEPICA instrument onboard ACE
can directly measure the ionic charge distributions of heavy ions with energies below 600 keV/nuc. We determined the
charge distributions of iron ions in the energy range 0.23 to 0.33 MeV/nuc for several large (gradual) SEP events during
event onset, i.e. for ions accelerated close to the Sun. Using the instrument response function for iron ions we infer the
charge distributions of the source. We find a large event-to-event variability of the iron charge composition. Some events
show constant charge distributions from the event onset to the end of the event, compatible with a single coronal source
at ∼ 1.1 MK. Other evens show a large contribution of high charge states during event onset or after the passage of an
interplanetary shock, indicating the presence of multiple sources, accelerated close to the Sun, or in interplanetary space.
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1 Introduction

The ionic charge of solar energetic particles (SEP) as ob-
served in interplanetary space is an important parameter for
the diagnostic of the plasma conditions at the source region
and provides fundamental information about the accelera-
tion and propagation processes at the Sun and in interplan-
etary space.
Average charge states of heavy ions in SEP events at
suprathermal energies have been reported since the late
70s (see e.g. [1] for a review). The early measurements
showed characteristic differences of heavy ion charge s-
tates in small (low intensity), Fe-rich impulsive events and
large (high intensity) gradual events that were often relat-
ed to the passage of interplanetary shocks. This differ-
ence was very pronounced in particular for Fe ions, with
a mean ionic charge of Fe ions in the MeV/nuc energy
range of ∼ 10 in gradual events versus ∼ 20 in impul-
sive events [2, 3]. However, the extension of the energy
range of the measurements to lower energies showed that
the differences between impulsive and gradual events are
even more striking: the average charge state of Fe ions in
impulsive events shows, without exception, a strong ener-
gy dependence, with QFe increasing from ∼ 11 − 15 at
∼ 60 − 110 keV/nuc to ∼ 17 − 20 at ∼ 500 keV/nuc
[4, 5]. This can only be explained by additional stripping
during acceleration, in a sufficiently dense environment in
the low corona [6, 7, 8, 9]. In gradual events, on the other
hand, the mean ionic charge is mostly constant at energies

≤ 500keV/nuc [10]. However, at high energies (10s of
MeV/nuc), the mean ionic charge of Fe is often as large as
∼ 15 − 20 [11, 12, 13] suggestive of the contribution of 2
different sources or two different acceleration mechanisms
(e.g. [14, 15])
In recent literature, mostly the mean ionic charge of heavy
ions has been analyzed. However, charge distributions can
provide additional information. In a companion paper [16]
at this conference (subsequently named Paper 1) we make
use of the charge distribution of Fe ions in the energy range
of 230 - 330 keV/nuc, averaged over SEP events, to test
whether multiple sources can be identified. Paper 1 demon-
strates that the charge distributions show a large event-to
event variability and evidence for multiple components. In
this paper we study variations of the charge distribution
during the same events as discussed in Paper 1 to test for
multiple injections during the SEP event and for the pres-
ence of multiple sources early in the event.

2 Instrumentation

We use data from the SEPICA instrument onboard ACE.
The SEPICA instrument is a an energy loss / residual en-
ergy telescope that uses a deflection high voltage to obtain
the energy per charge ratio of an ion. The deflection and
energy loss are measured in a proportional counter. The
residual energy is measured with a solid state detector. All
three measurements are combined to yield elemental com-
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Figure 1: Simulated ionic charge distribution for
Te=1.04MK and average ionic charge distribution of Fe
ions as observed in impulsive events.

position and ionic charge state [17]. The maximum energy
range for iron is approximately 60 to 550 keV/nuc [5]. In
this paper we use mostly the narrow energy range of 230 to
330 keV/nucleon to minimize the effect of possibly energy
dependent charge states on the width of the charge distribu-
tion. The instrument consists of 3 different sections (fans,
[17], 1 fan with high charge resolutions and low geomet-
ric factor, 2 fans with lower resolution but higher geomet-
ric factor. In this paper we use the high geometric factor
sections to get sufficient counting statistics. The charge
resolution of these sections is not sufficient to resolve in-
dividual charge states (Fig. 1). However, using the known
sensor response for individual charge states (e.g. from in-
flight calibration with He and Ne), the measured distribu-
tions can be fitted, assuming a single source or multiple
sources. An example is shown in Fig. 1, where the peak at
charge∼ 9 shows the charge distribution of a single source,
computed for an electron temperature Te=1.04 MK and as-
suming Maxwellian electron distributions [18]. In contrast,
the broad peak at ionic charge ∼ 16 shows the much wider
charge distribution as obtained from the average of a large
number of impulsive events reported by [5].

3 Observations

We used the same time periods as selected in Paper 1
that provided sufficient counting statistics to analyze ion-
ic charge distributions. The selected time periods and im-
portant characteristics of the events are tabulated in Table
1 of Paper 1. In order to evaluate whether the charge dis-
tributions are significantly changing during an SEP event,
the mean ionic charge can be used as a proxy: if the mean
ionic charge is constant during an event, the charge dis-
tribution is not likely to show significant variations. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 2 showing 1 hour averages of the
flux of oxygen and iron ions in the energy range 0.43-0.64
MeV/nucleon and 6 hour averages of the mean ionic charge
of iron ions for day 158 to 163 (June 7 to 10) 2000 (Event 2
in Paper 1). Figure 2 demonstrates that the average charge

Figure 2: Oxygen and iron flux and mean ionic charge of
Fe during day 158 to 163, 2000

Qavg of Fe is∼ 9.5 from event onset to the decay phase, in-
cluding the time of the passage of an interplanetary shock
at the spacecraft. The analysis of the iron charge distri-
bution of this event shows that it can be fitted assuming a
single source, characterized by an electron temperature of
Te = 1.12 MK (Fig. 3 of Paper 1).
Figure 3 shows for comparison an event with large time
variation of the mean ionic charge of Fe. The figure shows
in a similar format as Fig. 2 the flux of oxygen and iron ions
(1h averages) for day 310 to 315, 1998 (Event 1 in Paper 1)
and the mean ionic charge of Fe (6 h averages). The large
increase of the mean ionic charge of Fe from ∼ 10 before
the passage of an interplanetary shock up to ∼ 15 − 18
at the end of the event suggests large changes in the ionic
charge distribution. Figure 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate that
this, indeed, is the case.
However, the mean ionic charge (and ionic charge distri-
bution) do not change significantly between event onset
and the interplanetary shock passage. We therefore aver-
age the ionic charge distribution of Fe from event onset
over 48h to improve on the counting statistics (Fig. 4).
Figure 5 shows the corresponding distribution after the in-
terplanetary shock passage. Figure 4 shows also that the
ionic charge distribution before the shock passage can be
fitted assuming a single source with Te ∼ 1.18MK. Af-
ter the shock passage, the ionic charge distribution shows
two components: one peak at an ionic charge∼ 10, similar
to Fig. 4, and a second broad distribution at high charge
states. In Fig. 5 we assumed for the fit 2 components,
with the low-charge component characterized by electron
temperature as in Fig. 4. For the high-charge component
we tried several Fe charge distributions as observed in im-
pulsive events ([5]), and obtained the best fit for a charge
distribution as observed in event 24 in [5]
A different type of SEP event with evidence for the contri-
bution of 2 sources early in the event is presented in Fig. 6.
The figure shows the flux of oxygen and iron ions and the
mean ionic charge of Fe for day 95 to day 100, 2000 (event
3 in Paper 1), in a similar format as Fig. 3 The mean ionic
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Figure 3: Oxygen and iron flux and mean ionic charge of
Fe during day 310 to 315, 1998

Figure 4: Iron ionic charge distribution for day 310.0 to
312.0, 1998, before the interplanetary shock passage. The
charge distribution is compatible with a single source, char-
acterized by an electron temperature of Te=1.18 MK.

charge of Fe shows during this event significant variations
already early in the event. We analyzed the ionic charge
distribution during event onset (the first 24 hours) and find
(Fig. 7) that the distribution cannot be fitted assuming a s-
ingle source. Furthermore, the assumption of a 2nd source
with a charge distribution derived from impulsive events
provides only a poor fit. (Fig. 7). The systematic excess of
observed counts in the charge range ≥ 13 suggests a sec-
ond source with somewhat lower charge states as typically
observed in impulsive SEP events.

4 Summary

We analyzed the ionic charge distribution of Fe ions in the
narrow energy range 226 to 330 keV/nuc for several large
SEP events and find several types of events:

Figure 5: Iron ionic charge distribution for day 312.0 to
314.0, 1998, after the interplanetary shock passage. The
charge distribution shows 2 components. Component 1
can be characterized by an electron temperature of Te=1.18
MK, as in Fig. 4. The second component is compatible
with charge distributions, typical for impulsive events.

Figure 6: Oxygen and iron flux and mean ionic charge of
Fe during day 95 to 100, 2000

• Events with constant mean ionic charge through-
out the event. These events also exhibit symmet-
ric ion charge distributions of Fe ions, compatible
with a single source that can be characterized by an
electron temperature of Te ∼ 1.1MK, assuming a
Maxwellian distribution of electrons. An example of
this type of SEP event is provided in Fig. 2 and Fig.
3 of Paper 1.

• Events with constant mean ionic charge from event
onset to the passage of an interplanetary shock. The
ionic charge distribution before the shock passage
can also be characterized by a single source, in the
event shown with Te ∼ 1.2MK. After the passage
of an interplanetary shock, the charge distribution-
s shows 2 components. One component can also
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Figure 7: Iron ionic charge distribution for day 95.5 to 96.5,
2000, including the event onset. The charge distribution
shows an asymmetry, not compatible with a single source.
The assumption of a charge distribution as observed in im-
pulsive events as a second source results only in a poor fit.

be characterized by one source temperature. In the
event shown we obtained from the multi-component
fit the same Te as for the first part of the event. We
used as the second component the ionic charge dis-
tribution of a typical impulsive event and obtained a
reasonably good fit (Fig. 5).

However, high solar wind iron charge states as often
observed in CMEs [19, 20] are also observed in this
event by ACE/SWICS, i.e. a contribution by local
acceleration of the (suprathermal) solar wind to the
second component cannot be excluded in this partic-
ular SEP event.

• Another type of event shows 2 components already
during event onset. These events cannot be fitted rea-
sonably well if we assume for component 2 typical
charge distributions as observed in impulsive events.
The observed distributions show an excess at some-
what lower charge (Q ≥ 13), with a less broad dis-
tribution. A possible scenario for this type of even-
t is acceleration by a coronal shock that starts low
in the corona, however, in a less dense environment
than the acceleration in impulsive events, resulting in
less significant stripping and therefore lower charge
states of iron ions.

Our analysis of the ionic charge distribution of Fe ions
showed that, in addition to average charge states, charge
distributions are a valuable tool to identify multiple injec-
tions and multiple sources in SEP events. As a next step,
a comparison with model calculations for the acceleration
and propagation in the corona and in interplanetary space
can provide new insight into the sources of SEPs, in partic-
ular in events showing multiple charge distributions already
early in the event.
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